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Abstract 

The study was conducted to determine the effect of game simulation on pupils achievement, attitude and 

practical skills in geometrical shapes at lower basic school levels in Ojo local government area of Lagos 

State. As a quasi-experimental study 2 schools comprising of forty pupils were randomly selected from the 

attendance register and taught geometrical shapes with one research question and hypothesis raised over 

three independent variables of the study at 5% level of significance. Instruments in the study included 

Observations schedul (r=0.69), Pupils’ Interview schedule(r=0.71), Achievement test questions on 

geometrical shapes (r=0.68) and Attitudinal scale ratings (r=0.83) with teaching strategies for which some 

mathematics teachers were trained. With Multiple Analysis of Variance(MANOVA) used results indicated 

that that selection of an appropriate teaching strategy coupled with  maturity level and attitude of stuents 

were found to make learning more interesting and had a significant effect on the academic achievement, 

attitude and practical skills of pupils( Fcall > Fval, df(1,5); P<0.05). Study revealed that quack methods of 

teaching employed by mathematics teachers as well as personal negative attitude of the teachers constitute a 

restriction to  the freedom of pupils to communicate either inside or outside the classroom setting, and as 

such contributed to the pupils’dismal performance in mathematics in general. Study observed further that 

quack teaching strategies employed by mathematics teachers often strengthened negative attitudes that 

pupils have towards mathematics. Based on these discussions, implication, conclusion,  recommendation 

and suggestion for further studies were proffered to justify the efficacy of play in demystifying mathematics 

at lower basic level 
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Background to the problem 

Mathematics reform curricula around the world proposes ambitious sets of learning outcomes and 

instructional objectives. To achieve those instructional objectives appropriate tasks have to be implemented. 

This would enrich learners’ mathematical knowledge and improve their reasoning. Kilpatrick (2001) 

suggested five interwoven strands of proficiency, which include conceptual understanding, procedural 

fluency, strategic competence, adaptive reasoning and productive disposition.  These strands add reasoning, 

connections and communication practices to the conventional construal of mathematics learning as 

procedural and conceptual. Mathematics researchers converge on the nurture of these skills in class, to 

promote mathematical reasoning and to nurture these skills is to select and implement tasks that afford their 
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development. Majority of the pupils that have difficulties in understanding the concepts in Mathematics 

among which is geometrical shape, existed as a result the past encounter in some mathematical concepts like 

recall in geometry, which many found as unpleasant and difficult experience. These two facets of learning 

often make make the entire subject to be difficult for the students to show more commitment towards 

achieving the main goal of the Education in general. When students find it difficult/impossible to understand 

an aspect of a topic, they resort to rote memorization, and this experience is in total contrast to the expected 

experience which such topic was designed to achieve. This serves as a pointer why geometry is considered  

as one of school mathematics topics that is associated with unpleasantness and lack of comprehension. 

Various attempts to suggest the rationale behind this syndrome were attributed to the inadequate school 

geometry curriculum as well as the selection of inappropriate mathematics teaching strategies.  

Though classroom teachers may not be absolutely isolated from any lapse that might affect the level of 

achievement of pupils in the school system, and in particular copncept in mathematics as the trraining 

purposively received has shown that best methods to teach geometrical shapes among must have been 

known to them while on the training level, yet most teachers might still be dumb-founded on how best 

pupils learn geometrical shapes, and which method or strategy of teaching geometrical shapes is most 

preferred to enrich learning by the pupils. There is no doubt that the knowledge of these methods might help 

in working out a teaching-learning strategy as recent research works have shown that it is not educationally 

sound for a teacher to commit oneself to any particular method. The merits and demerits of various methods 

should guide teacher and help to improve teaching skills. Teachers adopt an approach by considering the 

nature of the children, their interests, level of maturity and the resources available to enrich pupils’ 

knowledge of a particular topic at a point in time. For instance in a lecture method, teacher speaks 

continually through the lesson while the pupils listen attentively and silently. The teacher may not even use 

the blackboard or any other teaching aid but he might not allow pupils to raise their doubts or ask questions 

for seeking clarification on any points mentioned during the lecture. Pupils take down notes on important 

ideas thereafter memorize them towards impending examination. As a traditional method of knowledge 

dissemination, lecture method is useful in introducing new topics in Mathematics where emphasize is based 

on previous knowledge of facts. This method could be used to teach  topic requiring some previous 

knowledge of facts with large number of acts been presented in a short period of time.  This method takes 

the form of “one man’s (the teacher’s) show” where the pupils remain passive. In the method, child’s 

participation, experimentation and scope for enabling him to discover/explore are totally neglected. This 

method should be followed with care and for limited objective only as and when the teacher finds it 

unavoidable. Since the study of mathematics encourages thinking and reasoning and not mere memorizing 

bits of information through repeated practice or drill, this method might be appropriate for the slow learners.  

On the other hand, Inductive-Deductive methods allow for reasoning in which a general law is derived from 

a study of particular objects or specific processes. The child uses measurement, manipulates or construct 

activities, patterns etc. to discover a relationship which helps to formulate in symbolic form a law or rule. 

The law or rule formulated is the summation of all instances that lead to possible generalization that lead to 

credible and tentative conclusion. Deduction allow the acceptance of law, which in turn apply to number of 

specific examples. The child does not discover the law but develops skills in applying the law, proceeds 

from general to particular or abstract to concrete; and in actual practice, the combination of induction and 

deduction are practised to foster the laws discovered by pupils inductively, further verified deductively 

through applications to new situations. 

Heuristic method named as the ‘discovery method’. It is in contrast to the lecture method as teacher allows 

students find out everything for themselves. It demands complete self-activity and self-learning on the part 

of the student. Student learns to reason as teacher is not compulsorily required to guide, help or encourage 
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the student. It helps in the development of a scientific attitude in the learner, promotes self confidence, 

originality, independence of judgement and thinking power in learner and thereby make him an ever 

successful one. However, the method in its extreme form is not appropriate and desirable when one consider 

the relationship between maturity and age of child in learning specific cocept that demand adult guidance 

since a child might be ignorant of all various activities to could produce the desiable results. 

Play is a natural instinct of the children, and commonly used for teaching among pupils to explore 

environment. While playing pupils recognize their own needs, help in planning activity, accept guidance, 

and set up their own goals. Through their mutual cooperation and participation maximum learning is 

achieved. During play, learning becomes real, interesting and easily adjustable to an individual needs. 

Learning process becomes interesting and the atmosphere is informal and familiar for children. Method 

helps in developing desirable attitudes and skills as it gives confidence to learners. Different types of games 

and toys available to children have their roots in mathematical concepts/ideas, and these games use patterns, 

quizzes and puzzles. Infact various types of dominoes, number checkers, and counting frames, patterns of 

magic squares, puzzle boards or blocks are commercially available to enhance learning among the children. 

These might be effectively used for teaching in the classroom. Method is often regarded as the activities 

based one that include a sort of fun or play and give joy to the pupils. Pupils do not realize that they are 

learning but in a way they are gaining knowledge through participating in different activities. This method 

helps to develop interest in mathematics, motivates pupils to learn more and reduces the abstract nature of 

the subject to some extent.  

Effective learning environments plays an important role in supporting organizational learning, changing 

individual and social interpretation patterns of reality, developing knowledge and competencies, and 

changing the sociotechnical systems of an organizations. This describes game simulation as a design-in-the-

small approach that has always been a powerful method and instrumental in modeling and changing social 

systems while aiming at their sustainable development. Game simulation as an interactive-learning 

environment that propels the principles of problem-oriented learning into action, and enhances a shift of 

existing organizational cultures and structures thereby contributes to the design-in-the-large processes of 

organizations (Kriz, 2003). A simulation game attempts to copy various activities in "real life" in the form of 

a games for various purposes: training, analysis, or prediction. There are no strictly defined goals in the 

game, just running around and playing as a character. Well-known examples are war games, business 

games, and role play simulation. This is why Twelker (1972) described the method as the best part of 

simulation that has potential for changing teachers into more creative instructors of their pupils. The study 

explored simulation as an interactive-learning environment and an aspect of play way method to ascertain 

the extent the approach could ameliorate difficulties encountered in understanding some mathematical 

concepts most especially geometrical shapes at primary school levels.  

 

Empirical Framework 

Previous researches had shown that pupils’s progress is as a result of direct experiences they have with 

geometrical concepts; and without appropriate experiences, this progress through their levels might not 

occur. Unfortunately school geometry curricula have until very recent included a few of the right kinds of 

experiences. Elementary and middle school geometry curricula have included too many low-level 

experiences in which learners are simply asked to learn shapes and names of other geometrical objects. In 

high school pupils are expected to learn geometric reasoning along with proofs. A typical elementary school 

curriculum keeps children at a low level of development while high school mathematics curriculum 

unreasonably expects pupils to jump to a high level of development. For most people this jump is impossible 

and their geometric development and thinking are thwarted. Until very recent when school curricula were 
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not designed with knowledge-in-mind, most adults probably had inadequate experience with geometry in 

their early life years. Adult learners overcome this deficit by engaging in appropriate geometric-learning 

activities.  

It is well known that when faced with problems one needs knowledge of rules, and the capacity to use them 

to foster transfers of learning. Serrano, Cantul & Vila (2003) posited that being able to solve problems 

enables persons to adjust to their environment and modify its part. Teaching to solve problems is based on 

the hypothetical that knowledge is organized and stored in memory in a sequential and logical networks 

(Anderson, 1992) and hence it could be retrieved in a skepticism and sequential manner to solve another or 

the same problems save for successful solution of a problem knowledge alone might not be sufficient 

(Slvaranam, 1983). The knowledge of how concepts should be applied in solving problem is equally 

important as this forms of knowledge is called the procedural knowledge on which the theory of problem – 

solving strategy is based (West, Framer & Wollif, 1991). According to Rusell and Chiappetta (1999) the 

ability to solve problems is the most important part of mathematics education,which equipped every 

educated man to solve the immediate problem of the society by virtue of his training. Gagne (1999) in his 

opinion saw problem solving as a process of applying previously learned rules for further solving problem at 

hand with a view to proffer subsequent avenue where previously learned problem is applied. Frazer and 

Cassey(2000) regarded problem solving as the result of application of knowledge and procedures to a 

problem situation. Corroborating this line of action, Addokoseh (2004) opined that problem solving 

approach involves transfer of knowledge from what is known to bring solution to what is unknown. 

However, Andreina (2010) created a game-based motivation strategy to address the lack of motivation 

expressed by pupils. It consisted of two major parts namely: Game playing and Game content development 

with an assessment instruments and a formative evaluation plan developed to aid the delivery of the 

Strategy. Using Kirkpatrick’s (1975) approach, the overall focus of the evaluation was on learners’ reaction 

to components of the Game-based Motivation Strategy. The designer aimed to evaluate  level one of the 

achievement of seven affective domain of objectives. Additionally, there was an attempt to evaluate the 

perceived learning and actual learning from one cognitive domain objective centered on course subject 

material. Though the evaluation did not check for learning outcomes beyond what learners perceived or 

actually achieved in the short time engaged with the strategy’s components yet it consisted of usability tests 

of the games’ design, function, and navigation; and focus groups and surveys to assess learners’ attitudes 

about game playing, game content development tasks, and the use of games’ as course assessment tools. 

Evaluation of the Game-based Motivation Strategy revealed some successes and some ineffective aspects. 

Weaknesses were shown in design of the games in terms of aesthetics and capacity to allow the user more 

freedom with the game structure and content. Nevertheless, pupils agreed their on-line learning experience 

was made more interesting by playing the games; over half were motivated to read more about women in 

american history after playing the games, which was rated as a favorable activity. Pupils indicated 

developing content for the games helped them reflect on experiences of the women they were researching; 

and that their recall of information in the course was better having participated Bottom of Form. 

 

Statement of the problem 

The study was conducted to determine the effect of game simulation on pupils achievement, attitude and 

practical skills in geometrical shapes at primary school levels in Ojo local government area of Lagos State. 

As a result one research question and hypothesis were raised at 5% level of significance. 
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Research Questions: 

RQ1:What are pupils’achievement scores, attitude and practical skills in geometrical shapes in mathematics 

of conventional and simulation strategies. 

In order to further strenghten the result of the finding so is the hypothesis raised as follow:  

 

Hypothesis: 

Ho1:There is no statistical significant difference in pupils’achievement test, attitude and practical skills in 

geometrical shapes in mathematics of conventional and simulation strategies.  

 

Methodology 

The study was quasi-experimental study which reported a short-term preliminary combination of 

quantitative and qualitative approaches to unravel the effect of simulation on the variables interest, practical 

skills, pupils’ interaction and pupils’ achievement in pre- and posttest scores in geometrical shapes. 

Conducted a goverment and private schools in Ojo local government area of Lagos State, Twenty pupils in 

the two lower basic class were randomly selected from each school. Subsequently, they were formed into 

two groups namely group A(government school pupils) of 20 pupils served as the control group and group 

B(private school pupils) of 20 pupils and as the experimental group. This was in line with  Conmark (2000) 

who suggested that qualitative research typically involves a small selective sample because of in–depth 

nature of the study and analysis of data required. A small group of 40  at lower basic level participated in the 

study. The technique for sampling can best be described as purposive in nature as the learners’ ages range 

between 8 and 9 years old and they were mostly from middle socio-economic homes. Four types of 

instruments were developed and used in collecting information were Observation schedule(r=0.69), Pupils’ 

Interview schedule(r=0.71), Achievement tests(r=0.68) and Pupils attitude questionnaire(r=0.83). The 

observation schedule allowed the study to focus on, and record the process of teaching and by extension, 

kinds of interactions that were going on in the class. It showed the level of interaction that went on and who 

initiated it as well as the records of the practical skills observed in the class. The interview schedule was an 

open-ended and directed at the interest in mathematics when taught with game simulation. The choice of 

open-ended formats for items was to afford the interviewees opportunities to discuss their opinions, interest 

and experiences freely and in detailed. An achievement tests were in two categories such as the first test 

designed to determine the entry performance of the pupils and the second test to determine the efficacy of 

treatment on pupils after they had been taught via game simulation. All test ttems in both tests were multiple 

choice format. Pupils’ Attitude questionnaire was used  to determine their attitude toward the difficulties 

they encountered in learning geometrical shapes. Specifically, the items bothers on how the learners 

perceived teaching technique they have been exposed to (interesting, not interesting or difficult); their 

reasons for their interest in the teaching technique they have been exposed to; their reasons for not showing 

interest in the teaching technique they have been exposed to, and why they perceive geometry as a difficult 

topic in mathematics. All these instruments were subjected to split-half method of reliability with each 

having the reliability coefficient stated above.  

The same lesson plans were used in these two schools but Group B was provided with game simulation and 

Group A was controlled via conventional method. After instructions and practicing on 3 lesson plans, the 

academic achievement of both the groups was examined through posttest. Pretest and posttest were used as 

tools and their results as measurement indices in the experiment. Actually, posttest was a test parallel to 

pretest.  
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Findings 

Based on the research question and hypothesis raised in the study the findings enumerated below described 

what transpired  in the study.  

 

Research Questions: 

RQ1:What are pupils’achievement scores, attitude and practical skills in geometrical shapes in mathematics 

of conventional and simulation strategies. 

In the achievement test scores findings revealed that pupils from the simulation strategy had post mean score 

and standard deviation of 7.5 and 1.05, respectively, and pupils taught with conventional method had post 

scores mean and standard deviation of 6.6 and 1.19, respectively. Also, an attitude post score of pupils 

taught with game simulation’s mean and standard deviation of 14.45 and 2.35 respectively and conventional 

method mean and standard deviation of 15.15 and 1.04, respectively. The mean and standard deviation of 

practical skills post scores of game simulation were 7.8 and 1.11 respectively while conventional method 

had the mean and standard deviation of 6.0 and 1.12, respectively. Since the same research question was 

transformed into an hypothesis the findings corroborated the earlier when taking all the variables as a whole: 

 

Hypothesis: 

Ho1:There is no statistical significant difference in pupils’achievement test, attitude and practical skills in 

geometrical shapes in mathematics of conventional and simulation strategies.  

Table 1: Multiple Analysis of Variance(MANOVA) on Achievement Test, Attitudes &  Practical skills 

Variables N Mean Deviation SSW df (B&W) MSW   F-cal F-val Sig. 

(Achievement)x 

(Attitude)x 

( Skills) 

 

120 

 

9.583     2.350 

 

  9.925 

 

      (1,5) 

 

  1.985 

 

44.622 

 

6.610 

 

 

.001* 

*=Significant, SSW = Sum of Square Within only, df(B&W)=degree of freedom between & within 

Groups only, and MSW = Mean Square within only 

 

Table 1 revealed MANOVA of  pupils’ achievement scores, attitudes and practical skills scores as a whole 

and among pupils who were taught geometrical shapes using game simulation and those taught using 

conventional method with emphasize on the dependent variables of the study. Based on the hypothesis 

raised it was discovered that there was a statistically significant difference between pupils that were taught 

geometrical shapes using game simulation and conventional method in an achievement score, attitude 

towards learning of geometrical shapes and practical skills when taking as a whole( Fcall > Fval, df(1,5); 

P<0.05*) By close inference it was discovered that the hypothesis ‘there is no statistical significant 

difference in pupils’achievement test, attitude and practical skills in geometrical shapes in mathematics of 

conventional and simulation strategies’ be rejected at significant level of 0.05 level. 

 

Discussions 

Study has demonstrated that what pupils learn when it seemed as if they were playin around an object tend 

to be more meaningful compared to sitting them down and subject to one straight instruction like 

conventional teaching. Also, study revealed that whatever pupils learn unconditionally tend to be 

meaningful and translated into action when required, unlike knowledge gained via stipulated conditions. 

This aspect tends to make an elementary education more functional in nature compare to the higher level, in 

some cases, where students are taught to regurgitate what they had earlier been taught. To maintain stable 

academic performance, study showed that the simulation method used was efficient to enrich learning of 
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prescribed concept in mathematics as it has significant influence on pupils’ attitude towards learning on one 

hand, and improve the practical skills of relating what was learnt in theory to real life situation., and this 

made teaching strategy (treatment), high performance level and the interaction between the factors remained 

significance. Simulation teaching strategy proved to be more favorable for low achievers but various 

teaching strategies in mathematics have their unique role and application towards an effective teaching of 

mathematics; hence the need to take into cognizance the pupils individual differences and learning 

preferences with styles into consideration. Past study(Ball & Bass; 2003) advocated the combination of 

these methods and strategies for effective teaching and learning process since none of these methods or 

strategies is most appropriate, yet adaptation of simulation in mathematics classroom ensured maximum 

participation of the pupils in the teaching and learning process. This also corroborate previous 

study(Sullivan & McDonough; 2002) that encourage mathematics teachers to always proceed from concrete 

to abstraction, simulation provides knowledge at the understanding level of the pupils and discourage rote 

learning. This is because it is not only primarily meant to bring to the notice of the curriculum planners 

about what they need to include in the mathematics curriculum but also intended to provide teachers with a 

moderate teaching strategy that captured pupils’ interest, change their attitude and also helped to grow and 

develop in line with the concept under consideration as the case of geometry in mathematics. 

 

Implication 

Many problems identified with learning of mathematics among pupils at later stage in life could have been 

solved at the tender period if those charged with children education had carefully selected the best mode of 

imparting knowlegde to them. Instead of seraching for solution at the adolesecent stage of looking for the 

cause(s) of dismal performance of students in mathematics when huge amount of money would have been 

expended on the teaching and learning of the wrong approach of mathematical concepts preventioon at the 

tender period would have served as better antidotes. As a core subject in every nation curriculum, its 

academic wastage could better been imagined at the tail end of students’ dismal performance in the last 

examination like West African School Examination when concrete step ought to have been taken from he 

beginning to make pupils develop interest in the subject and at the same time enhanced practical skill 

demonstration as against continual knowledge regurgitation without meaningful application.  

 

Conclusion 

Study has demonstrated the efficacy of the simulation method of teaching over the convetional method when 

achievement, attitude and practical skill are taken together to ensure better learning outcome in mathematics 

among the pupils. This has shown that much perennial academic syndrome associated with mathematics 

examination wolud have been reduced if not eradicated, and this is pointer to all stakeholders to look into 

this direction instead of embarking on white elephant project of finding solution to a known problem whose 

solution is not far fetched.  

 

Recommendation 

It should made clear that man’s attitude in life determine his altitude so is the urgent attention pay to the 

teaching and learning of mathematics in the school system. Children education should be taken with serious 

attention as it lay down foundation for the subsequent ones. This is to say that those to be entrusted with the 

teaching of pupils in the subject like mathematics must be pedagogically skewed to understand the best use 

of the simulation method irrspective of the nature class of pupils they are handling. The moment the 

foundations have been structured on good settings then the next level would not pose a thteat to functional 

knowledge acquintance. Mere teachers without pedagogical skill shold not be entrusted to build the 
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foundation of mathematics wth the children as bad foundation laid couldd not be easily corrected by the 

professional ones later in life due to multiplier effect. What children learn at the tender age goes beyond that 

stage for anyone to correct at ease at later stage in life if not corrected immediately.   

 

Suggestion for further studies 

Different subjects constitute the nation curriculum so is the different topics that constitute the entire school 

subject, the study could be conducted in other school subjects where it has been identified with pupils’ 

dismal performances. Apart from that study could be conducted in the same mathematics among different 

topics but at duffferent levels to corroborate the findings of the present study. Also, intra-study of two 

related disciplines like Integrated Science and Mathematics, English and Literature could be used as blue 

print and use as case study towards the efficacy of simulation method teaching and learning, with a view to 

understand the relative contribution of the present study to knowledge.  
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